
Smartia's "Putting AI to work" webinar, 27th May 2020
After the success of Smartia's seminar, held at Arrow ECS offices in London, in
early March, We will be offering a free AI webinar in May which you can join
virtually from the comfort of your home office.

This 90-minute session will include an assortment of short presentations and
Q&A. The purpose is to engage attendees with the latest in Artificial Intelligence
and its impact on the current and future business climate.  The COVID-19
pandemic has accelerated the need for digital transformation and AI is now an
essential technology for organisations to start to embrace sooner than later.

Click on the image for further details from smartia.tech 

Can artificial intelligence fight elderly loneliness?
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Voice technologies using AI are being used to help combat loneliness in
countries including Sweden and the UK. Should they be used more widely as
coronavirus spreads?

“I thought at first it was a sign of insanity, speaking to a little thing like that and
him talking back!” says 92-year-old John Winward of the first time he tested a
smart speaker.

The former head teacher was one of a group of residents at an elderly care
home in Bournemouth, England who recently took part in a half-year academic
experiment designed to test if artificial intelligence voice technologies could
help tackle loneliness. He was a fast convert.

Click on the image for further details from bbc.com 

Should We Prepare to Join the Automated Workforce?

If there is one consistent variable that prompts change, it’s a time of crisis.
Without a doubt, a global pandemic checks that box. Add in a looming
recession and 2020 is shaping up to be a serious time of change.

We have already felt the waves of change in recent years. Not all by the hand
of conflict, but also innovation. The exponential advancement of technology; a
true X-factor and elephant in the room. With so many people unable to work,
companies across the globe are scrambling. Customers are absent from brick
and mortar shops, and their spending has decreased. And that’s if businesses
can even stay open, as “non-essential” labels have been handed out swiftly.
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Click on the image for further details from medium.com

Artificial intelligence model can detect COVID-19 on chest CT

Artificial intelligence allows coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) to be detected
and differentiated from community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) on chest computed
tomography (CT), according to a study published online March 19 in Radiology.

Lin Li, from Wuhan Huangpi People's Hospital in China, and colleagues developed a
fully automatic framework to detect COVID-19 using chest CT in a retrospective and
multicenter study. To extract visual features from volumetric chest CT exams, a deep
learning model COVID-19 detection neural network was developed. To test the
robustness of the model, CAP and other nonpneumonia CT exams were included.

Click on the image for further details from medicalxpress.com
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SELA Data-Driven Manufacturing Survey

Can you help some student engineers with a survey on data in manufacturing?

We are members of Sheffield Engineering Leadership Academy
(https://www.linkedin.com/company/selasheffield) at the University of Sheffield.
We are currently working on a project exploring how Data-Driven Manufacturing
can benefit workplaces. 

Due to the unforeseen circumstances surrounding the COVID-19 outbreak, we
are finding that external contact with #manufacturing companies has been
difficult. We fully understand and appreciate that in times like these your focus
will be largely on your business, families and communities.

Click on the image for more details from SELA Data-Driven Manufacturing

About Smartia...
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Previous newsletters can be found via this link 

Catch you next time...!
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